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It should be noted that forests are extremely complex and 
dynamic systems and any effort to quantify their inventory, 
growth, and capacity to supply additional amounts of wood 
fuel should be interpreted as being an over simplification 
with a wide margin of error. This study makes a good faith 
effort, using the best available data, defensible methods, and 
transparent key assumptions to better understand how 
much wood could be used for energy without the risk of 
over burdening our forests given the multitude of functions 
they provide. 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored  
by the United States Government. Neither the US Govern-
ment nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, 
makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or assumes any 
legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, complete-
ness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe 
privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific com-
mercial product, process, or service by trade name, trade mark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or 
imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the US 
Government or agency thereof.
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and implementation of all stewardship activities on more 
than 300,000 acres of state-owned forest land. The division 
provides technical assistance to private landowners, at their 
request, to help manage their properties. It administers the 
Use Value Appraisal Program on private land, involving more 
that 9,000 landowners and 1.4 million acres. Marketing and 
Utilization section personnel inventory and promote the 
manufacture of forest products in the state and assist busi-
nesses, communities, and others on issues related to wood 
products and wood energy generation.

Biomass energy resource center (Berc)

BERC is a national nonprofit organization based in  
Montpelier, Vermont. Its mission is to achieve a healthier  
environment, strengthen local economies, and increase  
energy security across the United States through the  
development of sustainable biomass energy systems at  
the community level.  

As a private nonprofit, BERC is an independent and impar-
tial organization that conducts fair and objective studies. 
BERC maintains complete neutrality while conducting rou-
tine due diligence on biomass resource supply for projects 
and government agencies throughout the United States. In 
addition to its work on wood fuels, technologies, and appli-
cations, BERC is working to expand the use of agricultural 
biomass as a viable fuel for community energy projects.
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FocUS oF thiS Update

This report represents an update of information 
originally presented in the 2007 Biomass Energy 
Resource Center (BERC) study entitled, The 
Vermont Wood Fuel Supply Study: An Examina-
tion of the Availability and Reliability of Wood 
Fuel for Biomass Energy in Vermont. The original 
study can be found online at www.biomasscen-
ter.org/index.php/resources/publications.html.

While the original 2007 study examined a wide 
spectrum of issues affecting the supply of wood 
fuel, this update focuses solely on the recalcula-
tion of the potential for further wood fuel from 
Vermont’s forests using updated data made 
available by the USDA Forest Service in the 
time since the completion of the 2007 study. 

The original 2007 study utilized the most up-
to-date data available at that time (from 1997) 
for forestland area, ownership, inventory, and 
growth data; newer data (using slightly differ-
ent methods) are now available from the USDA 
Forest Service Forest Inventory and Analysis 
(FIA) program. This is the primary reason for 
conducting an updated study. 

execUtiVe SUmmary
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While this update was spurred by the availability 
of new federal data, it allowed for the use of new 
state data that had also become available in the 
time since the 2007 study: In this update, three 
more years of harvest data were used as well as 
newer data on firewood use in Vermont. 

It is important to note that a comparison cannot 
correctly be made between the results of this 
study and the previous 2007 study and would 
not be an “apples-to-apples” comparison. This 
is because the difference between the two is the 
starting data provided by the USDA Forest Ser-
vice FIA program, which represents a change in 
measurement methodology and not necessarily a 
change in actual on-the-ground forest inventory. 

The objective of this study was to calculate 
supply of Net Available Low-grade Growth 
(NALG) wood—wood that would be appropri-
ate for use as biomass fuel above and beyond 
current levels of harvesting—available annually 
in the State of Vermont, including assessment 
of both Vermont’s counties alone and a larger 
study area comprising Vermont and the adjoin-
ing 10 counties of New Hampshire, Massachu-
setts, and New York. 

For this calculation, the total forestland area was 
filtered using GIS data and software to remove 
inaccessible and ecologically sensitive areas of 
forestland that would not be harvested. Forest 
inventory and composition data were applied to 
this filtered forested footprint and averaged rates 
of forest growth were applied to the portion of 
the inventory deemed low-grade. Averaged cur-
rent demand for low-grade wood was subtracted 
from this growth, giving the amount of NALG 
wood. This assessment was done in three “runs” 
– conservative, moderate, and intensive. The 
moderate run was intended to serve as the best 
representation of reality, while the conservative 
and intensive scenarios depict lower and upper 
limits, respectively. 

The table above indicates that there is currently 
slightly less than a million green tons of NALG 
wood from within the fourteen counties of Ver-
mont. If the surrounding counties of NH, MA, 
and NY are included, however, the amount of 
NALG wood increases dramatically to more than 
three million green tons annually.

green tons of nalg Wood

Conservative  
Scenario

moderate		
scenario

Intensive  
Scenario

Vermont	Counties   246,800 				894,900 1,940,700

Vermont	and	10	surrounding	
Counties	of	nh,	ma	&	ny

1,332,400 3,107,600 5,822,500

left: Study results for 
annual net available 
low-grade growth 
(nalg) wood in 
Vermont alone and 
Vermont plus the 
adjoining 10 counties 
in new hampshire, 
massachusetts, and 
new york (rounded 
to the nearest 100 
green ton).
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execUtiVe SUmmary  (cont’d)

right: results of the 
moderate-scenario 
run, illustrating the 
spatial distribution 
of the nalg wood 
resource. 
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The map on the previous page presents graphi-
cally the NALG wood results of the moderate 
run of the analysis, to better illustrate the spatial 
distribution of the NALG wood resource. 

Based on the data used, key assumptions ap-
plied, and the methodology employed, the 
results indicate Windham and Rutland Counties 
contain the highest concentrations of NALG 
wood in Vermont. Conversely, Caledonia Coun-
ty shows the lowest concentration of NALG 
wood in Vermont. 

One reason for the dramatic increase in NALG 
wood when the 10 counties of NH, MA, and 
NY are added to the 14 counties of Vermont is 
that several of these counties are very large in 
area and are heavily forested—such as Grafton 
and Coos Counties in New Hampshire and Es-
sex County in New York. 

Based on the most up-to-date information and 
the model used by BERC, the results of this 
study indicate that there is further capacity to 
expand the use of biomass energy in Vermont. 
It should be noted, however, that the concept 
of NALG wood is based upon the basic applica-
tion of net annual growth rates to the low-grade 
wood inventory on a small portion of the total 
forested footprint. It should be further noted 
that the growth rates used in this assessment are 
averaged rates of current growth based on the 
current forest condition. Should forest condi-
tions change significantly over the landscape 
(such as species and age class composition, and 
stocking levels), the rates of growth will un-
doubtedly be affected. Forests are very complex 
and dynamic and will change considerably over 
time.

Overall, this update was intentionally designed 
as a “quick and dirty” re-assessment of the cur-
rent supply potential. To better address the nar-
row focus of this update and to improve upon 
the methodology used for this and the original 
study, a more in-depth and robust study is be-
ing planned for 2011, which will utilize more 
fine-tuned growth/yield modeling and system 
dynamics functions to better explore the numer-
ous variables that impact wood fuel supply under 
various conditions. 
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introdUction

Vermont has a long tradition of using biomass 
for energy. For thousands of years, humans have 
used wood as an energy source for cooking and 
heating. In the early 1980s, the first large-scale 
wood energy systems were constructed, includ-
ing the woodchip-fired McNeil Generating Sta-
tion in Burlington (a power plant). Shortly after, 
the first woodchip fueled heating system was 
installed at a public school—the Calais Elemen-
tary School. 

Since then Vermont has gradually and systemati-
cally grown a robust wood energy sector. Today 
there are two wood-fired power plants, 44 public 
schools, numerous state buildings, three college 
campuses, one hospital, and dozens of busi-
nesses—all using woodchips and pellets as their 
primary heating fuel. Vermont also now is home 
to one small wood pellet mill in Clarendon. 

Looking forward, there are numerous pro-
posals for new wood-fueled energy facilities 
(power plants, pellet mills, and district heating 
systems) under development at this time. With 
the growth of the wood energy sector, there is 
ongoing need to keep close tabs on the forest 
resource in Vermont. Vermont’s forests play 
vital roles in keeping our air and water clean, 
sequestering carbon, and providing wildlife 
habitat, recreation, timber products, and wood 
for energy. 

There is a larger, ongoing effort by the State of 
Vermont in partnership with many stakeholders 
to keep tabs on the forest resource and better 
understand Vermont forest’s capacity to supply 
fuel without over burdening the forests. This 
study was prompted, in part, by the legislative 
study committee (Biomass Energy Development 
Working Group) formed under Act 37 as passed 
by the general assembly in 2009. The commit-
tee’s charge is to address how to enhance the 
growth and development of the Vermont woody 
biomass industry while also maintaining forest 
health. One of the study committee’s interim 
recommendations was to encourage the Ver-
mont Department of Forests, Parks and Recre-
ation to commission an update to the original 
2007 Vermont Wood Fuel Supply Study. It is 
important to note that this updated assessment 
is a first step in a larger effort by the Biomass 
Energy Resource Center (BERC) and partners 
to design a more sophisticated model that will 
better address the complexities of our forests 
and how they may change over time under dif-
ferent scenarios of demand.

Vermont’s forests 
play vital roles in 
keeping our air and 
water clean, seques-
tering carbon, and 
providing wildlife 
habitat, recreation, 
timber products, 
and wood for  
energy. 
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StUdy oBjectiVeS and Scope  
oF Work

The objective of this study was to calculate supply 
of Net Available Low-grade Growth (NALG) 
wood—wood that would be appropriate for use 
as biomass fuel—available annually in the State of 
Vermont, including assessment of both Vermont’s 
counties alone and a larger study area comprising 
Vermont and the adjoining counties of NH, MA, 
and NY. 

Many studies aim to determine what the biologi-
cal capacity is of a given area, but this study’s ob-
jective is to carefully re-assess the amount of wood 
fuel Vermont’s forests can realistically supply in 
support of any potential furthered use of biomass 
energy. The spreadsheet model used in this assess-
ment was not designed with the sole propose of 
providing a single, definitive number, but rather 
to establish a probable range of how much wood 
fuel could be available under various scenarios. 

In comparison to the 2007 study, this update 
used more fined-tuned geographic information 
system (GIS)-based analysis to determine the 
physically accessible and ecologically appropri-
ate footprint of forestland on which newer and 
more accurate Forest Inventory and Analysis 
(FIA) program data on forest inventory and 
composition were analyzed. It also uses harvest 
data for firewood consumption and for pulp-
wood and whole-tree chip harvest that are more 
recent than in the 2007 study. 

Much of the groundwork for this report was laid 
with the original 2007 study, however, this study 
has a much narrower scope of work—it focuses 
solely on the quantification of the current in-
forest supply. It was not useful to perform a 
detailed reassessment of the amounts of wood 
residues produced by communities and the saw-
mill industries as little has changed in the past 
three years on this front. For that information, 
the original 2007 study can be considered the 

best and most current source.

As with the original study, the area of analy-
sis for this update comprises the 14 counties 
of Vermont and the 10 adjoining counties of 
NH, MA, and NY. The intent of including the 
surrounding counties within states neighbor-
ing Vermont is not to suggest that this material 
should be counted for energy planning and 
policy development in Vermont, but rather to 
explore the edges of Vermont’s borders since 
wood routinely travels well beyond state lines. 
For this reason, results are often presented for 
Vermont only and then again for Vermont plus 
the adjoining 10 counties; this allows better as-
sessment of what is growing in Vermont versus 
what could be available in Vermont, given vol-
umes of wood that could be likely to cross state 
boundaries. 

Lastly, neither this update—nor the original 
study—examined wood supply potential from 
the Province of Quebec for two main reasons: 
(1) little wood is actually imported from Quebec 
into Vermont for market reasons and (2) only 
very limited data are available detailing the 
inventory, composition, growth, and harvesting 
of Quebec’s forests. 

Overall, this update was intentionally designed 
as a “quick and dirty” re-assessment of the cur-
rent supply potential. To better address the nar-
row focus of this update and to improve upon 
the methodology used for this and the original 
study, a more in-depth and robust study is being 
planned for 2011. This more in-depth study 
would utilize more fine-tuned growth/yield 
modeling and system dynamics functions to bet-
ter explore the numerous variables that impact 
wood fuel supply under various conditions. 

the objective of this 
study was to calculate 
supply of net available 
low-grade growth 
(nalg) wood—wood 
that would be appropri-
ate for use as biomass 
fuel—available annually 
in the State of Vermont, 
including assessment of 
both Vermont’s counties 
alone and a larger study 
area comprising Ver-
mont and the adjoining 
counties of nh, ma, 
and ny. 
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methodology

determining StUdy area

The first step in conducting this assessment of 
forest supply was to define the study area. This 
study focuses on the 14 counties of Vermont but 
also examines the 10 surrounding counties of 
NH, MA, and NY because of their influence on 
supply in Vermont and due to the common flow 
of wood over state boundaries.

remoVing phySically inacceSSiBle 
and ecologically SenSitiVe ForeSt-
land From QUantiFied Footprint

Within the study area, only the forested foot-
print that is appropriate for periodic harvesting 
as part of active forest management was con-
sidered in the examination of the total forested 
land area that could be managed and periodically 
harvested. To do this, a geographic information 
system (GIS [ESRI’s ArcView 9.3]) was used to 
evaluate the forest resource in Vermont and the 
adjoining counties of neighboring states com-
prising the study area. 

Forestland data was obtained from the National 
Land Cover Dataset (2001)1 in raster form. 
BERC converted this data to vector form and 
selected the portion of land cover that was de-
ciduous forest, evergreen forest, and mixed for-
est (classification codes 41, 42, and 43, respec-
tively). All forestland, regardless of classification, 
was treated as the base forested footprint upon 
which this model was built. Total forestland area 
was calculated using the ‘calculate geometry’ 
feature in ArcView and these areas, in acres, 
were recorded for each of the counties in the 
study area. 

This starting forestland area was then filtered to 
account for the areas of forestland that would be 
physically inaccessible or ecologically inappropri-
ate for harvesting (as is shown in the image to 
the left). This critical step in the analysis ensured 
that areas of forestland that have physical barriers 
to harvesting or ecological sensitivities were not 
included in the quantification of wood fuel avail-
ability presented here. 

Below: Sample giS 
mapping used to eval-
uate forest resources 
in Vermont and the 
surrounding counties 
of neighboring states.
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These filters were identified and vetted by 
working with forestry professionals and they are 
meant to represent a reasonable approach to 
responsible forest management and harvesting 
based on accepted/best management practices 
for Vermont and neighboring states.2  This 
filtering of the forested footprint included the 
features (shown at right), where available, and 
corresponding buffers, where applicable. 

Spatial data was collected for each of these  
features on a state-by-state and county basis 
using each state’s respective GIS data clear-
inghouse, other on-line GIS data sources, and 
standard ESRI data. These specific data files are 
listed in the appendix of this report alongside 
their sources, any classification scheme used in 
this analysis, and exact buffers applied to that 
classification scheme. In several cases, spatial data 
was not available or not included and that  
is noted in the appendix.5  Additionally, web 
links to each data file available online are given  
in an appendix.

These features were not rated or weighted 
by any metric of importance, but rather each 
feature and its respective buffer distance, where 
applicable, were merged into one single larger 
feature layer representing the whole of the area 
that would be inaccessible and inappropriate 
for harvesting. This inaccessible area layer was 
then clipped to the starting forestland layer for 
each county, yielding the portion of forestland 
in each county that would be inaccessible and 
inappropriate for harvesting. These inacces-
sible forestland area layers were dissolved into a 
single polygon feature using the dissolve tool in 
ArcView; then the ‘calculate geometry’ feature 
was used to calculate the total area of forestland 
in each county that would be inaccessible and/
or inappropriate for harvesting. 

The resulting acreage of inaccessible and inap-
propriate forestland area was then subtracted 
from the total starting forestland area, yielding 
the remaining forestland area for each county 
that would be accessible and ecologically ap-
propriate for harvesting. This remaining forest-
land area became the basis for further analysis of 
the annual growth and availability of low-grade 
wood that could be used as biomass fuel. 

Feature Buffer distance

Excessive Slope, greater than 40%3 None

High Elevation, greater than 2,500 feet4 None

Developed Areas, by type 50-75 feet

Airports 1000 feet

Railways 17 feet

Streams and Rivers 50 feet

Lakes and Ponds 100 feet

Wetlands, by class 25-100 feet

Roads, by class 15-40 feet

Critical Habitats (deer yards, etc.) 100 feet

Ecologically Sensitive Areas 100 feet

above: Features and 
their associated buf-
fers filtered from the 
quantified forested 
land area using giS.
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methodology  (cont’d)

addreSSing FUrther limitS on  
ForeStland area 

The methodology detailed thus far only ac-
counts for the physical and ecological limitations 
on the amount of forestland factored in this 
analysis. It does not address the more ambigu-
ous limitations that stem from forestland owner-
ship and the wide ranging attitudes and objec-
tives of landowners. 

To address the social, political, and economic 
factors that often affect how much forestland is 
under some level of management and therefore 
is a part of the working wood basket, forestland 
ownership data from the USDA Forest Service 
Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) program’s  
National Forestland Owner Survey were used 
and combined with a series of assumptions as to 
what percentage of each ownership category is 
likely to be under forest management.  

Those familiar with forestry in Vermont may point 
out that good data exist in Vermont’s Use Value 
Appraisal program (over 1.4 million acres enrolled 
in 2008), but this program only represents ap-
proximately 36 percent of forestland under private 
ownership in Vermont, obviously just a subset of 
the total forest area.6,7  For this reason these data 
were not directly used but were instead used as 
a gauge or cross reference in developing the as-
sumptions described in the previous paragraph. 

aSSeSSing ForeSt inVentory  
and compoSition

One component of quantifying the amount of 
low-grade wood available annually from within 
the study area is estimating both the total inven-
tory on the accessible, appropriate, and actively 
managed portion of timberland and the portion 
of inventory that is low-grade wood appropriate 
for wood fuel production. The only source of 
complete and consistent forest inventory data 
across the landscape is compiled by the USDA 
Forest Service.

This information on inventory used in this as-
sessment comes from the FIA program, which 
generates reliable estimates of the quantity, 
condition, and health of the forest resource 
and how it is changing over time. The program 
uses a statistically designed sampling method 
to select hundreds of forest plots for measure-
ment by field crews and includes forest plots 
that were counted in previous inventories.8  The 
re-measurements on the same forest plots yield 
valuable information on how individual trees 
grow and serve as the basis for estimating net 
annual growth. Field crews also collect data on 
the number, size, and species of trees, and the 
related forest attributes.

For many years FIA inventories were conducted 
in 10-year intervals. Beginning in 2005, howev-
er, the FIA program moved to a new continuous 
method of measuring plots and reporting inven-
tory on an annual basis based on a percentage of 
the total plots measured. In Vermont, there are 
a total of 1,097 of these plots spread evenly over 
the landscape. Based on the number of invento-
ry plots measured, sample design, and statistical 
methods used, these forest inventory data gener-
ated by the FIA program have a relatively small 
margin of error.  

right: Fia field crews 
gather data from for-
est plots.
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left: illustration of 
the various inven-
tory components of 
forest biomass. only 
a select portion of 
these components 
were included as part 
of this analysis.

Traditional forest inventories have focused 
almost exclusively on timber-quality trees (grow-
ing stock) and have often measured only the 
merchantable portion of those trees. For the 
purpose of this study, this traditional category is 
too limited. Conversely, data that quantifies all 
forest biomass (everything) is far too inclusive. 

In an effort to hone in on the portion of the for-
est inventory that is low-grade and suitable for 
use as wood fuel, this study utilized custom data 
provided by FIA personnel, detailing the 2008 
inventory of all live trees five inches DBH (Di-
ameter at Breast Height) and larger for growing 
stock, cull, and non-commercial species trees.9  
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This custom inventory data includes the tree 
bole (main stem), top wood, and branches. 
Standing and downed deadwood were excluded 
due to their value as wildlife habitat and because 
it does not represent inventory on which new 
growth occurs. Seedling and saplings were not 
counted either, nor were foliage, stumps, or 
below-ground forest biomass such as roots. 

When a harvest occurs, common practice is that 
the lower section of tree bole of a high quality 
tree is used for veneer or sawlog and the upper 
section of bole is often designated as pulpwood. 

For lower quality, yet merchantable trees, the 
lower bole section becomes pulpwood and the 
upper bole is used for firewood. 

In addition to this inventory data fed into the 
spreadsheet model, a series of key assumptions 
regarding the portion of the bole wood inven-
tory that is low-grade were applied. Similarly, a 
series of key assumptions regarding the portion 
of the top and limb wood that can be utilized 
as wood fuel were applied. Further details on 
the key assumptions used in this analysis will be 
given starting on page 32.

methodology  (cont’d)
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deScription oF Fia changeS in  
methodS and changeS in data 

It is important to note that, since the release of 
the new annualized FIA forest inventory data 
(starting in 2005), several discrepancies were dis-
covered when compared against the 1997 data. 
The following is an excerpt from an information-
al fact sheet issued by the FIA program explain-
ing some of these discrepancies in the data:

Implementation of the annual inventory requires 
ongoing evaluation of existing methods and imple-
mentation of improved system components as they 
become available. Recently, significant changes were 
made to the methods for estimating tree-level volume 
and biomass (dry weight) for Northeastern states, 
and the calculation of change components (net 
growth, removals, and mortality) was modified for 
national consistency. These changes have focused on 
improving the ability to report consistent estimates 
across time and space--a primary objective for FIA.

Tree-Level Volume Estimation 

As the re-measurement phase of the annual inven-
tory was implemented, “noise” (random variation in 
the data) began to outweigh the signal (detectable 
change in volumetric variables); thus limiting the abil-
ity to track real change over time. Sources of noise in-
clude: measurement variability, field protocol changes, 
field crew cohort changes, definition changes, process-
ing algorithm changes, and model error. This noise 
impacts estimates of volume, biomass, carbon, and 
associated change component estimates. 

Volume estimation is critically important because 
individual tree volume estimates form the basis for 
biomass and carbon estimates. In the past, estimates 
of individual tree gross volumes (cubic foot and board 
foot) were estimated using equations based on field-
measured diameters and lengths (bole and saw log). 
Net volume of the tree was computed by subtracting 
field-measured cull (Scott 1981, Scott 1979). Over 
time, it was found that noise in the measurements of 
tree lengths and cull outweighed the true signal. To 
ameliorate this, a taper model was used to estimate 
length (Westfall 2009). 

In addition, a model was developed for determining 
the percent of total tree volume represented by cull. 
The modeled length and cull estimates are used in 
conjunction with Scott’s volume equations, thus pro-
viding a consistent estimation procedure across the 
Northeast. In general, the new volume estimates will 
be higher because previous estimates were based on 
length measurements that included reductions based 
on merchantability, e.g., prior to 2007, the measure-
ment of the top of the bole may have been below 
the 4-inch top due to form deficiencies that prevents 
use for pulpwood. In 2007, the merchantability limits 
were removed from the field protocols. In conjunction 
with the removal of merchantability limits, changes 
in cull measurements were implemented, such that 
net tree volume would continue to represent only 
the merchantable portion of the tree. The modeled 
lengths and culls are aligned with these new mea-
surement protocols.10 

The change in inventory methodology and the 
prevalence of unexplainable patterns between 
the 1997 data and the newer data for 2006, 
2007, and 2008 make comparing the results 
of the original 2007 study and this update 
irrelevant; this would not be a valid, apples-to-
apples comparison. This is because the difference 
between the two is the starting data provided by 
the FIA program, which represents a change in 
measurement methodology and not necessarily 
a change in actual on-the-ground inventory, as 
is explained in detail in the above excerpt from 
FIA materials. While it is a logical desire to see 
how things have changed in the numbers from 
then to now, it serves little purpose and would 
be comparing apples to oranges.
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methodology  (cont’d)

projecting net annUal groWth oF 
Wood on inVentory 

Once the low-grade wood inventory has been 
determined, net annual growth upon that inven-
tory is projected. FIA defines forest net annual 
growth as “the change, resulting from natural 
causes, in growing-stock volume during the 
period between surveys (divided by the number 
of growing seasons to produce average annual 
net growth).” The simplified FIA formula for 
net growth is: 

For the purpose of this assessment, the net annu-
al growth of new amounts of wood was chosen 
as the indicator of how much wood the forests 
of these counties can provide on a sustained-
yield basis. When forests are examined from a 
more broad perspective, wood inventory can be 
compared to money invested in a bank account 
that earns interest annually. The total annual 
growth of trees in a forest is analogous to the in-
terest earned on capital invested. A wise financial 
investor strives to only spend the annual interest 
earned each year and not dip into the principal. 
Forests are the same: Sound forest management 
policy within a state or region limits harvesting 
to within the amount of annual growth. 

Similar to the forest inventory and composition 
data used, this study utilized data on net annual 
growth from the FIA program. FIA maintains 
a network of semi-permanent ground plots for 
measuring forest inventory. After initial plot 
measurement, plots are periodically re-measured 
over time. Individual trees are re-measured until 
they die and new trees are measured as they 
grow into the plots. Forest plots are re-measured 
in cycles of approximately five-seven years in the 
eastern United States. 

In Vermont there is a five-year history (2005 to 
2009) of plot measurements using the newer 
methods, resulting in useable and up-to-date net 
annual growth data. However, this data has a 
dramatically larger margin of error at the county 
level (this is because far fewer re-measure plots 
[only 295] were taken annually than inventory 
plots), and so rates of net annual growth used 
in this study were the average rate for the entire 
State of Vermont. Due to the highly variable and 
extremely dynamic nature of forests and their 
rates of growth, further sensitivity analysis was 
conducted using adjusted rates of net annual 
growth. More detailed methods such as growing 
the forest inventory of the measured plots using 
growth/yield computer models is frequently 
used by foresters interested in predicting a 
future forest condition of a specific stand. These 
growth yield computer models could be used 
for growing the inventory of hundreds of these 
plots to better represent the forest as a whole, 
but this method was deemed overkill for this 
basic assessment. More robust growth/yield 
modeling, however, is planned to be used for 
the next version of this study. 

Young trees and stands of trees grow at a fast 
rate and older trees and stands grow more 
slowly. It is important to keep in mind that 
the rates used in this assessment are averaged 
rates of growth for all the various forest stands 
sampled and measured by FIA. It is also im-
portant to note that the net annual growth 
rates used in this assessment are averaged rates 
of current growth based on the current forest 
condition. Should forest conditions (species 
and age class composition, and stocking levels) 
change significantly over the landscape, the rates 
of growth will undoubtedly be affected. Forests 
are very complex and dynamic and will change 
considerably over time.

      
In-Growth 
(new trees)

+
Accretion (growth 
of existing trees)

–
Mortality  

(natural death)
=

Net 
Growth
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accoUnting For cUrrent  
remoValS 

Data on harvesting of pulpwood and whole-tree 
chips in Vermont were provided by the Vermont 
Department of Forests, Parks and Recreation 
(FPR).11  Data for the harvest of firewood were 
provided by FPR from the most recent Fire-
wood Survey (2009). Estimates for county level 
harvest of pulp, chips and firewood in NH, MA, 
and NY were compared against the FIA pro-
gram’s TPO (Timber Products Output) data. 

Due to the sometimes erratic nature of the 
amount of wood harvested annually, a three-
year (2006, 2007, and 2008) average was used. 
These harvest data were then subtracted from 
the amount of net annual growth of low-grade 
wood thus providing a calculation of the amount 
of Net Available Low-grade Growth (NALG) 
wood in each county. 

 

left: young trees 
and stands of trees 
grow at a fast rate 
and older trees and 
stands grow more 
slowly. the rates used 
in this assessment 
are averaged rates 
of growth for all the 
various forest stands 
sampled and mea-
sured by Fia. 
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methodology  (cont’d)

model FrameWork 

All of these data and key assumptions were 
plugged into a large spreadsheet matrix based 
in Mircosoft Excel. The following image is an 
example computer screen shot of the model.

The flow chart at the bottom of the page illus-
trates the methodology used for this study and 
the basic framework of the linear model used for 
calculating the amount of NALG wood.

Calculate	net	annual	
growth	of	low-grade		
Wood	on	accessible,		
appropriate,	and		

managed	forestland

Forestland area  
(2006 nlcd)

giS Filtering for physical  
and ecological Features

apply key assumptions on 
% management of Filtered 
Forestland by ownership 

category

calculate Forest inventory 
and composition per acre 

timberland

apply net annual 
growth rate

apply key assumptions  
on % low-grade Bole and 

% of t&l harvestable

Subtract averaged  
annual harvest of  
low-grade Wood

calculate  
nalg Wood

  







right: all of these 
data and key assump-
tions were plugged 
into a large spread-
sheet matrix based 
in mircosoft excel.

Below right: the 
methodology used 
for this study and 
the basic framework 
of the linear model 
used for calculating 
the amount of nalg 
wood.
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This spreadsheet model wove the various data 
together but in the absence of hard data in 
several key areas (how much land is under forest 
management, how much of the forest inventory 
is low-grade, how much top and limb wood is 
suitable to harvest) a series of key assumptions 
were developed and fed into the model. Due to 
the sensitivity of the results to minor changes 
in the various key assumptions this study does 
not present a singular result, rather three main 
scenarios were designed to present the possible 
range of results. A “moderate” scenario was 
developed to identify the most probable amount 
of wood fuel available today. A “conservative” 
scenario was developed from a coupling of 
adjustments to the various key assumptions for 
the purpose of exploring the lower limits of how 
much wood fuel could be available. And lastly 
an “intensive” scenario was developed with the 
purpose of testing the possible upper reaches of 
the wood supply while still within many of the 
real constraints. 

It is important to note that this entire model and 
assessment is based on the underlying assump-
tion that, over a landscape, removals should 
never exceed the amount of annual growth of 
new wood. Growth-to-removals is a fairly crude 
metric of sustainability, but on the whole is the 
best available indicator of sustained-yield capacity. 
If growth continues to exceed removals, however, 
the result spread out over the landscape is older, 
overstocked forests with greater risk of increased 
mortality and declining rates of net annual 
growth. It is incorrect to assume that as long as 
removals stay below current growth, the forests 
will continue to yield a constant amount of wood 
in perpetuity. In reality, forest inventory, composi-
tion and averaged rates of growth will continue to 
change over time—they do not remain constant.  

this	bar	graph	
depicting	conceptual 
inventory,	annual	
growth,	and	annual	
removals	over	time,	
illustrates	an	over-
simplified	scenario	
(due	to	the	assumed	
steady	growth	rate	
and	steady	removal	
rate)	but	represents	
the	basic	concept	
behind	this	approach	
to	analyzing	wood	
availability.
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Updated reSUltS For 2010

ForeStland area

The following table presents the total amount 
of forestland area, the remaining amount of 
forestland area after inaccessible and inappropri-
ate forestland area was removed using GIS data 
and software, and the remaining amount of 
forestland area that is physically accessible and 

ecologically appropriate, and likely to be under 
some level of forest management, in each of the 
24 counties of the study area. 

The Vermont subtotal is given as well as the 
grand total for Vermont and all surrounding 
counties comprising the study area. 

county Starting  
Forestland

acres of  
appropriate 
Forestland

acres of accessible,  
appropriate, and estimated 

as managed Forestland  
(moderate scenario)

Vt Addison 249,203 192,242 102,571

Bennington 362,197  220,986 101,081

Caledonia 327,121 222,912 132,497

Chittenden 209,963 133,560  78,533

Essex 374,191 258,012 182,909

Franklin 233,102 175,238 114,038

Grand Isle 10,918  6,034 3,305

Lamoille 241,275  161,455 100,105

Orange 351,870 255,201 150,215

Orleans 317,602 253,647 156,740

Rutland 433,187 277,709 154,650

Washington 362,212  232,488 138,621

Windham 431,557 304,858 183,766

Windsor 510,488 357,219 213,067

Vt	subtotal 4,414,884 3,051,562 1,812,097

nh Cheshire 376,940 335,928 192,552

Coos 1,024,610 818,070 522,193

Grafton 961,494  788,482 320,591

Sullivan 282,593  256,431 147,196

ma Berkshire 454,040  364,365 211,496

Franklin 353,884 292,550 176,020

ny Clinton 425,565 425,565 282,614

Essex 975,932  466,052 321,199

Rensselaer 251,749 213,832 132,018

Washington 267,438 225,584 131,817

surrounding	Counties		
subtotal	

5,374,244 4,186,858 2,437,696

grand	total 9,789,128 7,238,421 4,249,793

right: Forestland 
area in Vermont and 
surrounding counties 
broken out between 
total forestland and 
subset of physically 
accessible and eco-
logically appropriate 
forestland area.
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The pie chart above illustrates the filtering pro-
cess used for this study, where only the acces-
sible, appropriate, and managed portion of the 
total forestland area is counted.

Fifty-eight percent of the total forestland area 
is not included as part of the analysis of what is 
available in the moderate scenario. 

This is because some portion of the overall 
forestland is not accessible nor ecologically ap-
propriate for harvesting (26 percent) and then, 
further, some of the accessible and appropriate 
forestland is not likely to be managed (31 per-
cent). (Percentages do not add up to 100 due  
to rounding.)
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ForeSt inVentory and  
compoSition

The pie chart shown below illustrates the pro-
portions of the various forest inventory com-
ponents considered for this study. It shows the 
total forest inventory, however, the point of this 
study is to examine the low-grade portion of this 
inventory, therefore the table on the following 

page gives the amounts of low-grade wood, by 
county, of all live trees in the study area on the 
portion of timberland that was estimated to 
be accessible and managed as described earlier. 
These inventories include only low-grade wood, 
shown below as growing stock and cull/non-
commercial categories.

Updated reSUltS For 2010  (cont’d)
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low-grade	Wood	inventory	of	live	trees	5	inches	dBh	and	greater		
on	accessible,	appropriate,	and	estimated	managed	forestland	in	Vermont		

(moderate	scenario)

growing	stock	trees Cull	trees total

GS Boles 
(GT)

GS Tops 
& Limbs 

(GT)

GS Total 
(GT)

Cull Boles 
(GT)

Cull Tops 
& Limbs 

(GT)

Cull Total 
(GT)

 Bole  
(GT)

T&L  
(GT)

All Wood 
(GT)

Addison 3,441,891 419,333 3,861,225 1,018,565 71,203 1,089,769 4,460,457 490,537 4,950,99 

Bennington 5,014,087 600,922 5,615,010 1,003,679 76,207 1,079,887 6,017,767 677,129 6,694,897 

Caledonia 3,332,124 398,610 3,730,735 1,476,066 89,348 1,565,414 4,808,191 487,958 5,296,149 

Chittenden 3,068,780 376,372 3,445,153 808,747 55,751 864,498 3,877,528 432,123 4,309,651 

Essex 4,511,428 603,023 5,114,451 831,097 71,912 903,010 5,342,525 674,936 6,017,462 

Franklin 3,916,993 489,761 4,406,754 1,108,336 72,871 1,181,208 5,025,329 562,633 5,587,963 

Grand Isle 251,336 31,741 283,078 22,250 2,033 24,284 273,587 33,774 307,362 

Lamoille 4,162,847 514,832 4,677,680 1,135,991 77,260 1,213,251 5,298,838 592,093 5,890,931 

Orange 5,597,063 637,203 6,234,266 1,115,052 75,248 1,190,301 6,712,116 712,451 7,424,568 

Orleans 3,901,181 494,102 4,395,284 1,525,058 107,307 1,632,366 5,426,240 601,410 6,027,651 

Rutland 6,814,036 812,706 7,626,743 1,392,758 100,529 1,493,287 8,206,794 913,236 9,120,030 

Washington 5,044,535 609,590 5,654,126 1,210,157 85,493 1,295,651 6,254,693 695,084 6,949,777 

Windham 9,205,693 1,073,539 10,279,232 1,380,600 91,575 1,472,175 10,586,293 1,165,114 11,751,408 

Windsor 9,573,023 1,135,837 10,708,860 1,344,309 94,619 1,438,929 10,917,332 1,230,457 12,147,789 

total 67,835,024	 8,197,579	 76,032,603	 15,372,673	 1,071,363	 16,444,036	 83,207,697	 9,268,942	 92,476,639	
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Updated reSUltS For 2010  (cont’d)

As the bar graph below illustrates, a large major-
ity of the low-grade wood resides in the bole 
section of growing stock and to a lesser extent 
cull trees. The top and limb wood amounts to a 
very small percentage of the total. 
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net annUal groWth 

The graph below depicts the projected net 
annual growth of low-grade wood on the ac-
cessible, appropriate, managed footprint of 
forestland in Vermont. 

It illustrates, the counties of southern Vermont 
(Windham, Windsor, and Rutland) have the 
greatest amounts of annual growth of low-grade 
wood. 
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Updated reSUltS For 2010  (cont’d)

cUrrent remoValS

In the past few years there have been several im-
portant trends in the amount of wood harvested 
in Vermont. Based on harvest data compiled 
by the Vermont Department of Forests, Parks 
and Recreation (FPR), there has been a gradual 
decline in sawlog harvesting in response to the 
softening of the lumber market. More dramati-
cally there has been a considerable decline in 
the amount of pulpwood harvested in Vermont 
due in part to the loss of both the Fraser Paper 
pulpmill in Berlin, New Hampshire and the 

Groveton Paperboard mill in Groveton, New 
Hampshire in 2006. In addition, several re-
gional pulpmills have limited their consumption 
of pulpwood in response to poor global paper 
product markets. At the same time, there has 
been the slightest increase in whole-tree chips 
harvested in the past few years. However, in 
2008 there was a temporary period when pulp 
demand increased and pulpmills were paying top 
dollar to get wood to their mills.     

The bar graph below illustrates these trends.12 
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For the calculations of NALG wood, only the 
pulpwood and whole-tree chip data were used, 
since higher-quality wood capable of yielding 
sawlog or veneer grade products was already 
excluded from the inventory data early in the 
process.

The missing information, which is a sizable por-
tion of the total harvest of wood in Vermont, 
is firewood. Unfortunately, the harvest data 
tracked by FPR does not include firewood as 
it is often harvested discretely and in a diffuse 
manner that is difficult to properly track. The 
original 2007 study used estimates of firewood 

harvesting based on data from a 1997 survey 
of firewood use in Vermont prepared by the 
Vermont Public Service Department. Luckily, 
in 2009, FPR commissioned an update of the 
Firewood Survey and these data were used in 
this study.13  Firewood is often overlooked as a 
wood market, yet it is a considerable portion of 
the total harvest. 

Firewood accounts for 59 percent of the low-
grade wood harvested in Vermont, while pulp-
wood and chips account for 24 and 17 percent, 
respectively.

	County 	firewood pulp Woodchips total

Addison 35,026 3,600 1,141 39,766 

Bennington 37,565 6,302 8,888 52,755 

Caledonia 55,762 96,282 21,719 173,763 

Chittenden 56,196 3,706 19,397 79,300 

Essex 24,684 30,101 12,560 67,345 

Franklin 54,890 15,045 14,263 84,198 

Grand Isle 11,796   11,796 

Lamoille 53,434 5,934 7,650 67,018 

Orange 82,886 37,541 47,305 167,732 

Orleans 45,727 26,619 13,502 85,848 

Rutland 31,385 17,514 2,282 51,181 

Washington 80,640 16,027 12,058 108,725 

Windham 72,262 17,860 826 90,948 

Windsor 109,793 25,571 49,456 184,820 

total	Vermont 752,045	 302,102	 211,047	 1,265,194

 

left: average annual 
low-grade wood har-
vest for Vermont by 
county. 
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Updated reSUltS For 2010  (cont’d) 

Note the high levels of harvest in Caledonia,  
Orange, and Windsor Counties. These high lev-

els of low-grade wood harvest will influence the 
outcome of the NALG wood later in this report.
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nalg Wood reSUltS 

The output of the spreadsheet model used for 
this study is the amount of NALG wood for 
each county of the study area.  

The results of the conservative, moderate, and 
intensive runs are presented in the table below. 
Again, emphasis needs to be put on the moder-
ate run results, as these results best depict reality.

County  Conservative moderate Intensive

VT Addison          24,475 									69,681	        131,549 

Bennington          40,596 									97,732	        188,040 

Caledonia                       -   																						-			            7,058 

Chittenden                       -   									25,381	          69,249 

Essex          20,083 									61,401	        133,513 

Franklin            1,271 									39,369	        105,578 

Grand Isle                       -   														750	            1,963 

Lamoille          14,467 									61,624	        134,010 

Orange                       -   									28,115	          98,648 

Orleans            4,225 									45,854	        120,391 

Rutland          66,614 							151,143	        269,166 

Washington                       -   									43,574	        131,660 

Windham          57,930 							166,216	        314,943 

Windsor          17,138 							104,055	        234,928 

Vermont	subtotal        246,799 							894,893	     1,940,695 

NH Cheshire 84,868 	164,910	 290,931 

Coos 362,101 655,616	     1,088,345 

Grafton 260,935 510,448	        888,808 

Sullivan   6,302 45,054	 97,491 

MA Berkshire 139,069 265,215	 433,946 

Franklin 72,041 148,084	 255,320 

Ny Clinton          - 		50,772	        129,468 

Essex 150,774 302,202	        533,127 

Rensselaer - 20,796	          57,535 

Washington 9,530 		49,606	        106,833 

surrounding	Counties	subtotal     1,085,620       2,212,704     3,881,802

grand	total 				1,332,419 3,107,597 				5,822,497

left: nalg wood 
results for conserva-
tive, moderate, and 
intensive model runs 
for Vermont and sur-
rounding counties.
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The table on the previous page indicates that, 
for the moderate scenario, there is currently 
slightly less than a million green tons of NALG 
wood from within the fourteen counties of 
Vermont. However, if the surrounding counties 
of NH, MA, and NY are included the amount 
of NALG wood increases dramatically to more 
than three million green tons annually. Based 
on the data used, key assumptions applied, and 
the methodology employed, the results indicate 
Windham and Rutland Counties contain the 
highest concentrations of NALG wood. 

Conversely, Caledonia County shows the lowest 
concentration of NALG wood in Vermont—this 
is likely due to the exceptionally high pulpwood 
harvest levels witnessed in the last few years in 
Caledonia. 

One reason for the dramatic increase in NALG 
wood when the 10 counties of NH, MA, and 
NY are added to the 14 counties of Vermont is 
that several of these counties are very large in 
area and are heavily forested—such as Grafton 
and Coos Counties in New Hampshire and Es-
sex County in New York.

The map at left presents the NALG wood results 
of the moderate run of this analysis to better 
illustrate the spatial distribution of the NALG 
wood resource. 

It is important to note that many of the counties 
with the greatest concentrations of calculated 
NALG wood are those with the largest forested 
land areas. Another important factor is the recent 
(2006) closing of the two pulpmills in northern 
New Hampshire and the effect that had on the 
amount of low-grade wood now being harvested 
in Coos, Grafton, Essex, and Caledonia counties. 
Yet another important factor in the results of the 
county-level assessment of NALG wood is that 
the harvest demand for New York counties may 
have been underestimated given the size of the 
potential demand from the International Paper 
pulpmill in Ticonderoga, New York and the 
Finch Paper pulpmill in Glens Falls, New York. 

To look at the amount of NALG wood in the 
various counties from a different angle, the fol-
lowing bar graph was included to illustrate the 
concentration of NALG wood per acre. 

Rather than showing the counties with the most 
NALG wood that is often a function of the 
amount of forestland area in that county, this 
bar graph shows the counties with the highest 
concentrations of NALG on a per-acre basis.

Updated reSUltS For 2010  (cont’d)

Below: results of the 
moderate-scenario 
run, illustrating the 
spatial distribution 
of the nalg wood 
resource. 
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In the section on Current Removals (page 26), 
the high levels of low-grade wood harvest in 
Caledonia, Orange, and Windsor Counties was 
noted. 

As is illustrated in the bar graph above, Caledo-
nia County has no remaining NALG wood, little 
remains in Orange, and surprisingly little remains 
in Windsor given the large forested land area. 
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Updated reSUltS For 2010  (cont’d)

key VariaBleS in nalg model

The outcomes provided previously are the result 
of a model that is fed both data but also a series 
of key assumptions that, when adjusted, can 
dramatically change the results. The discussion, 
tables, and charts given in the following sub-sec-
tions of this report, below, illustrate the specific 
key assumptions used in each of the three model 
runs. 

forest	management	levels	by		
ownership	Category

While GIS data and software were used to 
specifically identify the footprint of accessible 
and ecologically appropriate forestland area, 
there is, at this time, no comprehensive data 
source for forestland under management. While 
several counties have converted their Use Value 

Appraisal (UVA)-enrolled parcels into GIS data 
layers, these data do not exist electronically for 
a majority of Vermont’s counties. Addition-
ally, there are thousands of managed acres of 
forestland in Vermont that are not enrolled in 
the UVA program. For these reasons a series 
of key assumptions were made to estimate the 
amount of forestland that is physically accessible 
and ecologically appropriate for harvesting that 
is likely under some level of forest management 
and therefore likely to, at some point in time, 
see periodic wood harvesting. The first step in 
doing this was to categorize Vermont’s forest-
land by owner (see pie chart); the next step was 
to assume some percentage of the physically ac-
cessible and actively managed forestland in each 
ownership category that is actively managed for 
periodic harvesting. 
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The portion of each ownership category that 
was assumed here to be actively managed is 
shown in the table at right for each run of the 
analysis (conservative, moderate, and intensive). 
These assumed percentages were derived by re-
viewing best available information on landowner 
categories and their ownership objectives and 
behaviors14 as well as anecdotal feedback from 
foresters and other experts.

national Forest.  The federal forestland owner-
ship category (shown as “National Forest” in the 
table at right) in Vermont is predominantly the 
Green Mountain National Forest (GMNF) that 
covers more than 400,000 acres, mostly in south-
ern Vermont. The GMNF contains considerable 
amounts of designated wilderness areas and 
manages the remainder of the National Forest 
land for a wide range of objectives. Harvesting is 
allowed on managed National Forest lands and is 
closely monitored. Despite having a designated 
annual Allowable Sale Quantity (ASQ) that de-
fines that amount of wood that can be harvested 
from these lands, the GMNF often harvests far 
less than its ASQ permits.15  For this reason, it 
was assumed here that a relatively low percentage 
of GMNF lands—ranging from 10-20 percent—
are periodically harvested. 

State.  The State of Vermont owns and manages 
more than 300,000 acres of forestland (shown as 
“State” in the table above right).16  The State man-
ages these forests for a multitude of uses. Based 
on review of state forest management plans and 
interviews with state forestry department person-
nel, a range of 40-65 percent of the accessible and 
ecologically appropriate forestland was identified as 
being under management where periodic harvest-
ing is warranted for the purposes of this study.  

municipal.  The municipal category of forest-
land is mostly made up of town forests, many of 
which are actively managed for a variety of ob-
jectives including periodic timber and some fuel 

harvesting. Today in Vermont more than 121 
municipalities own town forests and these forests 
total approximately 120,000 acres of forestland 
in Vermont.17  Acknowledging that town forests 
are managed to widely ranging degrees from 
town to town—with each town having different 
objectives for maintaining forestland—an aver-
age of 40-65 percent of this category of forest-
land was assumed here to be managed.  

Forest industry.  In Vermont there are more 
than 250,000 acres of forestland owned by pri-
vate companies in the forest products industry. A 
few decades ago this number of acres was much 
larger, but over the years many large tracts of 
forestland owned by pulp and timber companies 
have been sold to private individuals, govern-
ment, or TIMO (timber investment organiza-
tions) and REIT (real estate investment trusts). 
(These ownership categories are included in the 
“Corporate” category, discussed in more detail 
on the next page.) 

Key	Variables		

% of Accessible and Appropriate 
Forestland Actively Managed and  
Periodically Harvested

Conservative moderate Intensive

Ownership

National  
Forest

10% 15% 20%

State 40% 55% 65%

Municipal 40% 55% 65%

Forest  
Industry

80% 90% 100%

Farmer 65% 75% 90%

Corporate 65% 75% 90%

Individual < 50 
Acres

15% 30% 45%

Individual > 50 
Acres

65% 75% 85%

Other 50% 55% 60%

above: the key as-
sumptions regarding 
forestland manage-
ment by ownership 
class used in the 
analysis. 
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Traditionally, this ownership category fully 
manages these acres to generate merchantable 
timber products. A range of 80-100 percent of 
forestland in this category was assumed here to 
be actively managed.

Farmer.  Farmers are another category of forest-
land owner, owning more than 250,000 acres of 
forestland in Vermont, in addition to their farm-
land. It was assumed here that 65-90 percent of 
farmer-owned forestland is under management. 

corporate.  It was assumed here that 65-90 
percent of corporately owned forestland is 
actively managed for harvesting. This category 
includes forestland owned by non-forest prod-
ucts industry entities but also includes forestland 
owned by TIMOs and REITs. 

individual.  Individuals are the largest owner-
ship category of forestland in Vermont account-
ing for approximately 63 percent of forestland. 
These are private individuals and families that 
own between a couple of acres of forestland to 
several thousand acres. 

For the purpose of this study we chose to break 
this ownership category into two—individuals 
owning 50 acres of forestland or less and indi-
viduals owning 50 acres of forestland or more. 
There is evidence that there is a distinct differ-
ence in the likelihood of harvest on privately 
owned forests based on parcel size, and that 
this 50-acre parcel size is the tipping point. The 
chart below (courtesy of Brett Butler, NWOS) 
shows the relationship between parcel size and 
the probability of harvesting. 

In general, the probability of harvesting in-
creases with increasing parcel size. On parcels 
less than about 50 acres in size, harvesting is 
not as likely. This can be due to personal values 
or to the challenge of harvesting less volume 
from smaller forest parcels, since there is limited 
space for equipment to access and move around 
within a smaller piece of forestland. On parcels 
greater than 50 acres, however, it is more likely 
that forestland will be harvested. The tax burden 
on larger tracts of forestland tends to encourage 
these owners to harvest for the economic gains. 
For the purpose of this study, it was assumed 
that 15-45 percent of the forestland that is man-
aged by individuals owning 50 acres or less is 
actively managed. For individuals owning greater 
than 50 acres, a range of 65-85 percent was 
assumed to be actively managed. The difference 
between the assumptions used for each category 
of course reflects the distinct difference in land-
owner attitudes and likelihood of harvesting. 

other.  Finally, a category of forestland owner-
ship called “other” was included; this category is 
a very small percentage of the overall ownership. 
For this forestland, it was assumed that 50-60 
percent is actively managed. 

Updated reSUltS For 2010  (cont’d)

Waiting For ForeSt parcel Size im-
pact on harVeSting
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low-grade designation of portion of  
Forest inventory 

Another key variable in the NALG model is 
how much of the forest inventory is designated 
as “low-grade wood” suitable for wood fuel 
harvest. Within the forestland inventory in Ver-
mont, there are different classes of wood. Grow-
ing stock (GS) trees include those capable of 
yielding veneer, sawlog, bolt, or pulpwood and 
are the traditional forest measure of the portion 
of the total forest inventory that is “merchant-
able” by the traditional definition. Cull trees are 
those that are five inches DBH and larger that 
have been deemed incapable of yielding tradi-
tionally merchantable timber. Within the net 
annual growth accumulating in each category 
annually, a percentage is low-grade wood. The 
next step in this analysis was to quantify, using 
some assumptions, the portion of net annual 
growth that is low-grade in each category. 

Further, the extent to which different portions 
of the tree can be utilized for wood fuel was 
also quantified. Assumptions were made on the 
proportions of net annual growth in the bole, 
or stem, and top and limb wood categories that 
would be appropriate for use as wood fuel.   

The table above right depicts the assumptions 
used for the three model runs. As the table 
shows, 40-60 percent of the growing stock bole 
was assumed to be appropriate for use as wood 
fuel. 

It is important to note that not all growing stock 
is high-quality—a significant portion of the clas-
sification is low-grade wood (pulpwood grade). 
Given the declining demand and price value of 
pulpwood over the past few decades, pulpwood 
was intentionally included as the quantified 
amount of wood that could possibly be used for 
wood fuel. This represents a shift currently being 
seen in Vermont, in which pulpwood is increas-
ingly going to energy markets. 

In the cull category, a higher proportion, rang-
ing from 70-90 percent, was assumed to be 
appropriate for use as wood fuel. Ninety percent 
of cull was used as the upper limit rather than 
100 percent because cull retention is important 
as cull trees frequently become future snag trees 
(dead standing trees) that are vital habitat for a 
wide range of wildlife. Again, it is important to 
remember it is only the net annual growth of 
these components that are being counted for 
potential wood fuel use.

Key	Variables		

Conservative moderate Intensive

Allocation of Low-grade Status to 
Growth of Growing Stock and Cull  
Tree Bole Volumes

    % GS Bole Net Annual Growth that  
    is Low Grade

40% 50% 60%

    % Cull Bole Net Annual Growth that
    is Low Grade

70% 80% 90%

Estimation of % of Top and Limb Wood 
Growth Suitable to Extract

    % GS T&L Net Annual Growth  
    Appropriate to Harvest

0% 25% 50%

    % Cull T&L Net Annual Growth    
Appropriate to Harvest

0% 25% 50%

above: key assump-
tions regarding the 
amount of low-grade 
wood used in the 
analysis.
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Another important variable in the NALG 
analysis is the extent to which the tops and limbs 
of harvested trees would be used as wood fuel. 
Tops and limbs are removed as part of whole-
tree harvesting, while they are commonly left 
behind on the forest floor as part of traditional, 
stem-only harvesting. 

Determining how much top and limb wood can 
be removed is a contentious issue and there are a 
wide range of data and opinions within the fields 
of forestry and forest ecology as to how much of 
this material is suitable to extract versus leaving 
behind for wildlife habitat and nutrient cycling. 
Broad sweeping rules of thumb are extremely 
difficult to pin down due to the fact that how 
much top and limb wood can be removed 
depends highly on the stand level details (soils, 
species and age class composition, site harvest 
history, etc.). 

Ideally, the removal or retention of top and 
limb wood is determined after such site-specific 
factors are considered as soil health and pro-
ductivity, harvesting histories, and landowner 
objectives. For these reasons, a broader range, 
from no removal of top and limb wood growing 
annually to an upper limit of 50 percent removal 
was used. 

net annual growth rate

Perhaps the most significant variable is the aver-
aged rate of current net annual growth that is 
applied. Due to the fact that these data from the 
FIA carry a high margin of error and uncertain-
ty, the rate of net annual growth was included 
as a key variable that could be adjusted for the 
purpose of understanding the impact on the 
amount of NALG wood. The most recent data 
from FIA’s re-measurement plots from 2007 
to 2009 indicate an average rate of net annual 
growth of 2.11 percent for the fourteen counties 
of Vermont and this was used to establish the 
target growth rate for the moderate model run. 
From there, a range of 2.00-2.20 percent net 
annual growth was used for this assessment.

For each of the variables used in this assessment, 
a best estimate was made based on published 
studies and the input and review of foresters and 
experts. The packaged best estimates for each 
variable represent the “moderate” scenario or 
best representation of conditions in Vermont 
today. All scenarios used the same current level 
of harvesting of low-grade wood. 

range	of	net	annual	growth	rates	used	in	this	analysis

Conservative moderate Intensive

Rate of Net Annual Growth 2.00% 2.10% 2.20%

Updated reSUltS For 2010  (cont’d)
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SenSitiVity analySiS

In addition to the three main scenarios (pack-
aged adjustments to all the key variables) 
assessed, further sensitivity analysis of each in-
dependent variable was performed to determine 
which variables have the greatest impact on the 
amount of NALG wood when minor adjust-
ments were made (either increasing or decreas-
ing the number). All sensitivity analyses were 
performed on the moderate-run scenario—when 
one key variable was tested all other variables 

were kept the same as the parameters defined 
under the moderate run. Of all the numerous 
variables tested, the net annual growth rate and 
the percentage of growing stock bole wood 
factored as low-grade proved the most sensitive 
to change, resulting in wide swings in the NALG 
wood result. 

The graph below shows how NALG results were 
affected by slight changes in the assumed net 
annual growth rate. 
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As shown in the chart, roughly a 300 percent 
increase was observed in the amount of NALG 
wood by adjusting the net annual growth rate 
between 1.5 and 2.5 percent. 

Of the various forest inventory components 
included in the accounting for this study, the 
bole wood of growing stock trees made up the 
largest percentage and, accordingly, the assump-
tion used for the portion of growing stock bole 
that is low-grade wood proved to have a great 
impact on NALG results. Part of the problem 
is that low-grade wood is a very subjective term 
and a walk through the forest with one forester 
will result in very different assignment of what 

is considered low-grade from a walk through 
the same woods with a different forester. While 
it is a highly subjective term, every effort was 
made to clearly define low-grade wood, for the 
purposes of this study, as pulp-quality and lower 
while excluding many other forest inventory 
components (such as a large majority of top and 
limb wood, stumps, standing dead trees, and 
seedlings and saplings) for ecological and site 
productivity reasons. 

The following chart shows the impact to NALG 
results from changing assumptions for the per-
centage of growing stock bole that is considered 
low grade. 

Updated reSUltS For 2010  (cont’d)
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Lastly, any change in the amount of forestland 
that is considered managed would have a signifi-
cant impact on NALG results.  

The broad range of results occurring from these 
relatively minor adjustments to the key assump-
tions illustrates the high variability of this type of 
analysis. However, the main purpose is to identify 
those key variables that have the greatest impact 
on the calculated amount of NALG wood.
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conclUSionS

The results shown here suggest that there could 
be 0.25-1.9 million green tons of additional 
low-grade wood in Vermont that could be used 
as fuel, representing a lesser amount of wood 
thought to be available and appropriate for use 
as wood fuel in Vermont compared to the results 
of the original 2007 study. This difference, 
however, is due to changes in the underlying 
inventory data and the methodology used to 
derive these data. Recently, State of Vermont 
and USDA Forest Service FIA program staff 
discovered the 1997 inventory, upon which the 
original 2007 study was based, was over-esti-
mated when the newer measurement methods 
were applied. Therefore, this decrease does not 
represent any changes in inventory in the forest. 
If anything, there is considerably less harvesting 
of pulpwood when compared against the slow 
and gradual increase of demand for firewood 
and chips in the state. It is important to note 
that the declines in pulpwood harvest are most 
pronounced in the counties closest to major 
pulpmills. 

One of the greatest sensitivities in the NALG 
model was adjustments made in the net annual 
growth rate. While every effort was made to 
use the most accurate average of growth rates, 
it is important to remember that over time 
these rates will change considerably. If harvests 
on average continue to take less than annual 
growth, forests will continue to increase in aver-
age classification and, as a result, rates of growth 
will decline. Conversely, if forest management 
on the whole changes and moves toward more 
intensive silvicultural practices, inventory may 
be reduced but average net annual growth rates 
may increase. Another variable with considerable 
impact on the results given here was the portion 
of growing stock bole wood that was assumed 
to be low grade. This is a very subjective clas-
sification, but this and all of the other variables 
assumed here are meant to best represent reality 
in Vermont. 

In conclusion, there is further capacity to expand 
biomass energy in Vermont, but how much sup-
ply there is, how sustainably it can be extracted, 
and how healthy our forests are need continual 
monitoring and assessment as a safeguard against 
the possibility of over burdening our forests with 
too much wood fuel demand. 
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The following pages describe and list the many 
data sources used to complete the spatial analysis 
portion of this assessment. This information is 
illustrated by state. 

forestland	data

All forestland data was derived from the Na-
tional Land Cover Dataset (NLCD) developed 
by the Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics 
Consortium (MRLC). The latest dataset avail-
able was used: NLCD 2001.This dataset can be 
found on-line at http://www.epa.gov/mrlc/
nlcd-2001.html. 

liSt oF giS data SoUrceS

appendix 
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Vermont

All data used for spatial analysis of forestland in Vermont was obtained from 
the Vermont Center for Geographic Information. The Center and these data 
files listed below can be found at http://www.vcgi.org/. The following data files 
can be searched and downloaded from this site:
Deer wintering yards (ECOLOGIC_DEERWN_POLy.shp)
Conserved/natural communities (ECOLOGIC_RTENATCOMM_POLy.shp)
Trails (TOURISM_TRAILS_LINE.shp)
E911 sites (Emergency_ESITE_point.shp)
E911 roads (Emergency_RDS_line.shp)

Airports (TRANS_AIRPORTS_POINT.shp)
Railroads (TRANS_RR_LINE.shp)
Hydrography
Lakes and ponds (NHDWaterbody.shp)
Streams and rivers (NHDflowline.shp)
Wetlands (Water_VSWI_poly.shp)
Slope (rastert_slope_21.shp)
High elevation (ELEVATION_CON2500_POLy.shp)

 The following table shows how each of these data files was used, classified, 
and buffered (where applicable). 

Vermont

feature data	file source	(VCgi)18	 Classes Buffer	applied

Slope greater than 40% rastert_slope_21.shp n/a

Elevation above 2,500’ ELEVATION_CON2500_POLy.shp n/a

Developed Areas Emergency_ESITE_point.shp Emergency 911 Data Residential 75 feet

Commercial 50 feet

Industrial 50 feet

Airports TRANS_AIRPORTS_POINT.shp VT Dept Transporta-
tion

1000 feet

Railways TRANS_RR_LINE.shp VT Dept Transporta-
tion

17 feet

Streams and Rivers NHDflowline.shp National Hydrogra-
phy Dataset

50 feet

Lakes and Ponds NHDWaterbody.shp National Hydrogra-
phy Dataset

100 feet

Wetlands Water_VSWI_poly.shp Vermont Significant 
Wetland Inventory

Exceptional 100 feet

Significant 50 feet

Not evaluated/not significant 25 feet

Roads Emergency_RDS_line.shp Emergency 911 Data Town Highway, Class 1 34 feet

Town Highway, Class 2 17 feet

Town Highway, Class 3 16 feet

Town Highway, Class 4 15 feet

Interstate Highway 30 feet

National Forest Highway 17 feet

Private Roads 15 feet

State Forest Highway 17 feet

US Highway 25 feet

Vermont State Highway 25 feet

Critical Habitats ECOLOGIC_DEERWN_POLy.shp 30 meters

Ecologically Sensitive Areas ECOLOGIC_RTENATCOMM_POLy.shp 30 meters

Trails TOURISM_TRAILS_LINE.shp VT Dept Tourism 50 feet
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neW york

Data for analysis of the portion of forestland in this study area falling in New 
york was obtained from several sources and are noted for each data file listed 
below. 
• Streets (NyS Streets_Statewide\StreetSegmentPublic.shp, http://www.

nysgis.state.ny.us/gisdata/inventories/details.cfm?DSID=932) 
• Streams and Rivers, selected from the NyS Hydrography - 1:24,000 file 

(LinearHydrography.shp and AreaHydrography.shp, http://www.nysgis.state.
ny.us/gisdata/inventories/details.cfm?DSID=928) 

• Lakes and Ponds, selected from the NyS Hydrography – 1:24,000 file (Area-
Hydrography.shp, http://www.nysgis.state.ny.us/gisdata/inventories/details.
cfm?DSID=928)

• Wetlands, collected from the following sources:
 o National Wetland Inventory Data (CONUS_wet_poly.shp, http://www.

fws.gov/wetlands/Data/DataDownload.html) 
 o Adirondack Park Agency (Salmon-Trout Watershed, salmtrt-wtl83_poly-

gon.shp, http://www.apa.state.ny.us/gis/shared/htmlpages/data.html#wetl)
 o Adirondack Park Agency (Ausable/Boquet Watershed, ausboq_wl83 poly-

gon.lyr, http://www.apa.state.ny.us/gis/shared/htmlpages/data.html#wetl)
 o Cornell University Geospatial Information Repository (CUGIR), by 

quadrangle (A25SE Ellenburg Mountain [a25sewl], A25SW Ellenburg 
Center [a25swwl ],A26SW Jericho, A25NW Altona, B25NE Moffitsville 
[b25newl], B25SW Alder Brook, B25SE Redford did not work – was 
same file as B25SW, B26SW Peasleeville, B26SE Peru, B27SW Keeseville, 

B26NW Dannemora, C24SE McKenzie Mtn, C24NE Bloomingdale, 
C24SW Saranac Lake, C24NW Gabriels, C25NW Franklin Falls, C25SW 
Lake Placid, D23SE Kempshall, D24SW Santanoni, D24SE Mount Adams, 
D24NE Street Mountain, D24NW Ampersand, D25SW Mount Marcy, 
D25SE Dix Mountain, D26SW Underwood, D26SE Mineville, D26NE 
Elizabethtown, D27NW Westport, E23NE Dun Brook Mtn, E23SE Rock 
Lake, E24SE Dutton Mountain, E24SW Bad Luck Mtn, E24NE Tahawus, 
E24NW Newcomb, E25NW Cheney Pond, E25SW Olmstedville, E25NE 
Blue Ridge, E25SE Schroon Lake, E26NE Eagle Lake, E26NW Paradox 
Lake, E26SE Putnam Pond, E26SW Pharoah Mtn, F24NE North River, 
F25NW North Creek, http://cugir.mannlib.cornell.edu/datatheme.
jsp?id=601)

• Conserved lands and wildlife habitat were accounted for using the Protect-
ed Areas Database from the Conservation Biology Institute and the World 
Wildlife Fund (http://consbio.org/what-we-do/protected-areas-database-
pad-version-4) 

• Airports, ESRI data 
• Railroads, ESRI data

The following table shows how each of these data files was used, classified, 
and buffered (where applicable). Also noted is which characteristics were not 
included due to data not being available (noted as “not available”) or requiring 
editing tasks beyond the scope and timeline of this update (noted as “not 
included”). 

neW	yorK

feature data	file source19	 Classes Buffer	applied

Slope greater than 40% Not included

Elevation above 2,500’ Not included

Developed Areas Not available

Airports ESRI Transportation Data 1000 feet

Railways ESRI Transportation Data 17 feet

Streams and Rivers LinearHydrography.shp NyS Hydrography 1:24,000

Lakes and Ponds AreaHydrography.shp

Wetlands – partial coverage20 CONUS_wet_poly.shp Wetlands, Lakes, and Ponds 100 feet

Other 25 feet

Wetlands –Adirondack State 
Park: Ausable/Boquet and 
Salmon/Trout Watersheds

ausboq_wl83 polygon.lyr; 
salmtrt-wtl83_polygon.shp

Adirondack Park Agency Lacustrine and Palustrine 100 feet

Wetlands –Adirondack State 
Park

By quadrangle Adirondack Park Agency Type 1 100 feet

Roads NyS Streets_Statewide\
StreetSegmentPublic.shp

NyS Streets Dept. Primary Roads, with limited 
access

34 feet

Primary Roads, without 
limited access

17 feet

Secondary and Connecting 
Roads

16 feet

Local, Neighborhood, and 
Rural Roads

15 feet

Vehicular Trail 15 feet

Other 15 feet

Critical Habitats and Ecologi-
cally Sensitive Areas

PAD4.shp (protected areas 
database)

Conservation Biology Insti-
tute/World Wildlife Fund

30 meters

Trails Not available
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maSSachUSettS

Data for analysis of the portion of forestland in this study area falling in Mas-
sachusetts was obtained from several sources. These are noted for each data 
file listed below. 
• Priority habitats or rare species habitats and ecologically sensitive areas 

(PRIHAB_POLy.shp, http://www.mass.gov/mgis/prihab.htm)
• Airports (Airports.mdb, http://www.eot.state.ma.us/default.

asp?pgid=planning/airports&sid=about ) 
• Surface waters, including lakes and ponds, from the National Wetlands 

Inventory (NWI_POLy.shp, http://www.mass.gov/mgis/nwi.htm) 
• Hyrdography datasets (hydro25k_arc.shp, http://www.mass.gov/mgis/

hd.htm) 

• Trails:
 o Trails (TRAILS_ARC.shp, http://www.mass.gov/mgis/trails.htm )
 o Long-distance Trails (LONGDISTTRAILS_ARC.shp, http://www.mass.gov/

mgis/ldtrails.htm) 
• Railroads (TRAINS_ARC.shp, http://www.mass.gov/mgis/trains.htm) 
• All roads (EOT_Roads_Class.lyr, http://www.mass.gov/mgis/eotroads.htm) 

The following table shows how each of these data files was used, classified, 
and buffered (where applicable). Also noted is which characteristics were not 
included due to data not being available (noted as “not available”) or requiring 
editing tasks beyond the scope and timeline of this update (noted as “not 
included”). 

massaChusetts	

feature data	file source	(mgis)21	 Classes Buffer	applied

Slope greater than 40% Not included

Elevation above 2,500’ Not included

Developed Areas Not available

Airports Airports.mdb 1000 feet

Railways TRAINS_ARC.shp 17 feet

Streams and Rivers hydro25k_arc.shp 50 feet

Surface Waters (Lakes, Ponds, 
and Wetlands)

NWI_POLy.shp National Wetland Inventory Type 1-4 100 feet

Type 6 25 feet

Roads EOT_Roads_Class.lyr Mass EOT Class 1 34 feet

Class 2 17 feet

Class 3 17 feet

Class 4 16 feet 

Class 5 15 feet

Class 6 15 feet

Critical Habitats and Ecologi-
cally Sensitive Areas

PRIHAB_POLy.shp 30 meters

Trails TRAILS_ARC.shp; LONG-
DISTTRAILS_ARC.shp

50 feet
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neW hampShire

Much of the data for analysis of the portion of forestland in this study area 
falling in New Hampshire was obtained from New Hampshire’s Statewide 
Geographic Information System Clearinghouse called NH GRANIT. Some data 
also came from ESRI. The Clearinghouse and the data files listed below can be 
found at http://www.granit.unh.edu/data/downloadfreedata/category/databycat-
egory.html.
• Rivers and Streams
 o NHDArea.shp (rivers)
 o NHWFlowline (streams and rivers)

• Lakes and ponds (NHDWaterbody)
• Wetlands (Nwinh polygon.shp)
• Roads (NH Public Roads)
• Railways (Railroads)
• Conserved areas and wildlife habitats from the Wildlife Action Plan dataset 

(Ridge_talus, Pitchpine, Peatlands_250complex, Alpine, Cliffs, Highelev_
sprucefir)

The following table shows how each of these data files was used, classified, 
and buffered (where applicable). Also noted is which characteristics were not 
included due to data not being available (noted as “not available”) or requiring 
editing tasks beyond the scope and timeline of this update (noted as “not 
included”). 

neW	hampshire

feature data	file source22	 Classes Buffer	applied

Slope greater than 40% Not included

Elevation above 2,500’ Not included

Developed Areas Not available

Airports Not available

Railways rrnh.e00 17 feet

Streams and Rivers NHWFlowline; NHDArea.
shp

50 feet

Lakes and Ponds NHDWaterbody.shp 100 feet

Wetlands Nwinh polygon.shp National Wetland Inventory Types L and P 100 feet

Roads Roads_DOT.shp NH DOT Federal 34 feet

Private 15 feet

Not Maintained 15 feet

Local 15 feet

State (IV) 16 feet

Recreation 15 feet

State (II) 17 feet

State (I) 34 feet

Critical Habitats and Ecologi-
cally Sensitive Areas

Wildlife Action Plan Dataset NH Fish & Game Ridge Talus (Tier I) 30 meters

Pitchpine (Tier I and Tier EO) 30 meters

Peatlands_250complex (Tier 
I and Tier EO)

30 meters

Alpine (all) 30 meters

Cliffs (all) 30 meters

Highelev_sprucefir (all) 30 meters

Trails
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end noteS

1 The National Land Cover Dataset (2001) was downloaded 
from the Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics Consortium 
(http://www.epa.gov/mrlc/nlcd-2001.html). 

2 For a summary of harvesting laws and regulations in 
Vermont, see - http://www.vtfpr.org/regulate/documents/
Timber_Harvest09_web.pdf  

3 Harvesting on excessively steep slopes is difficult, costly, 
and presents a high risk to the logger and eroding soil. 

4 Harvesting is already somewhat restricted above 2,500 feet 
because it requires an Act 250 permit. Additionally, above 
this elevation there is a dramatically higher concentration of 
sensitive flora and fauna habitat.

5 In these cases of missing data layers, rough adjustments 
were made to account for that physical or ecological limita-
tion on the amount of forested area. 

6 Use Value Appraisal enrollment data provided by Vermont 
Department of Forests and Parks 

7 This does not account for the fact that there is a consider-
able amount of forestland in parcel sizes smaller than 25 
acres which is the minimum size requirement of the UVA 
program. If those small parcels were excluded the UVA 
enrollment would be 46%. 

8 For further information visit - http://fia.fs.fed.us/library/
fact-sheets/data-collections/Sampling%20and%20Plot%20
Design.pdf    

9 The term “growing stock tree” refers to live trees =/>5” 
DBH containing traditionally merchantable wood.  “Cull 
trees” refers to growing stock tree species that are rough 
or rotten or otherwise un-merchantable.  “Non-commercial 
species” is a small category of tree species that fall into 
neither the Growing Stock nor Cull category.

10 http://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/pubs/rn/rn_nrs54.pdf 

11 http://www.vtfpr.org/util/for_utilize_harvsumm.cfm 

12 Harvest data provided by the Vermont Department of 
Forests and Parks for 1997 through 2008. At time of writing 
this report 2009 harvest data were not available.

13 Interim data provided by FPR personnel. The full report enti-
tled Vermont Residential Fuel Assessment 2007-2008 detailing 
this information is scheduled for publication in early 2011.

14 http://www.fia.fs.fed.us/nwos/results/ 

15  http://www.fs.fed.us/r9/forests/greenmountain/htm/
greenmountain/g_proj.htm 

16  http://www.vtfpr.org/forplan/index.htm 

17  http://www.communitiescommittee.org/pdfs/TownForest-
StewardshipGuide.pdf 

18  All data was obtained from Vermont Center for Geo-
graphic Information (VCGI), which serves as Vermont’s GIS 
data and information clearinghouse. Many of these data files 
originated outside of VCGI, and this is what is intended in 
the above listing of sources. Please see appendix for links to 
online data sources. 

19  Data was obtained from New york State Geographic 
Information Systems Clearinghouse, Cornell University 
Geospatial Information Repository (CUGIR), the Adirondack 
Park Agency (APA), and ESRI. 

20 Ny State GIS Clearinghouse did not offer comprehensive 
wetland coverage for the study area. This is because the 
wetlands that are within the boundaries of Adirondack State 
Park are monitored and mapped by the Adirondack Park 
Agency (APA). Therefore, wetland data was downloaded 
from multiple sources (NyGIS Clearinghouse, CUGIR, and 
APA). 

21 All data was obtained from Massachusetts Office of 
Geographic Information (MassGIS), which serves as Massa-
chusetts’s GIS data and information clearinghouse, and from 
ESRI. Many of these data files originated outside of MassGIS, 
however; this original source is what is intended in the listing 
of sources. 

22 All data was obtained from New Hampshire’s Statewide 
Geographic Information System Clearinghouse called NH 
GRANIT and from ESRI. Many of these data files originated 
outside of NH GRANIT, however; this original source is 
what is intended in the listing of sources.  
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